SHORE
Student Housing Opportunity for Recruitment Enhancement
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What is SHORE?

The Student Housing Opportunity for Recruitment Enhancement Program. SHORE is a Grad Division led, recruitment program for outstanding, incoming graduate students.

- Students cannot apply for SHORE, the program is awarded by department/program to selected students.
  - Department allocation
  - Following fellowship recipients receive SHORE: SLOAN, UC-HBCU & TMI

Requirements:

- New incoming Fall 2022 graduate student
- Provisionally admitted
Participants in the SHORE Program:

- Bypass the Waiting List and are guaranteed housing by the start of their fall program.
- Offer to remain in Graduate and Family Housing up for up to 6 years, if continuously housed on campus.
- Must be registered full time while living in graduate housing or on an approved Leave of Absence.
- Must remain a graduate housing resident to maintain SHORE eligibility. Moving out of graduate housing will end SHORE benefits.
- Can apply for housing at Mesa Apartments, Mesa Nueva, Nuevo East, Nuevo West, and One Miramar Street (excludes Coast and La Jolla Del Sol).
Process Details

Application Process

• Departments nominate students through SLATE, student has 7 days to accept offer.
• SHORE nominated students submit a Housing Application on-line.
• GFH will contact SHORE applicants with an offer 30-60 days before their desired move-in date.
• Offers are made via email and processed through the GFH portal.
• Each SHORE applicant on the waitlist will receive two housing offers. If they do not respond to their first or second offer within 48 hours, their application will be removed from the waitlist.
• The student may then submit a new housing application which will be added to the end of the waitlist, no longer will retain priority SHORE status.
Process Details

Move-In Dates

- SHORE students can arrive between mid-July and September 30th, 2022, based on requested move in date.
- We recommend students select the earliest possible move in date that fits their needs.
- Late Summer move-in dates typically offer a greater number of housing options.

Offers

- SHORE single applicants receive a space in a 2 or more bedrooms shared apartment.
- SHORE applicants DO NOT have priority for studios or 1-bedroom apartments.
- Roommates will be either SHORE participants or other UC San Diego graduate students.
- Committed couples and students with dependents are offered a full apartment.
- Applicant’s parents and siblings are not eligible to live in GFH.
SHORE Data

Current SHORE Demographics
794 SHORE students live in GFH

- Couples: 579
- Families with children: 194
- Singles: 21
SHORE Data

Where do SHORE Residents live?

- Mesa Nueva: 312 students
- Mesa: 182 students
- OMS: 142 students
- Coast: 48 students
- Nuevo East: 74 students
- Nuevo West: 36 students

(Number of Students)
A Tour of our Communities

HTTPS://HDHGRADFAMILYHOUSING.ucsd.edu/COMMUNITIES/INDEX.html

NUEVO EAST

1 BR/2 BR/3 BR/4 BR

NUEVO WEST

Studios/2 BR/4 BR/6 BR
COVID Impacts

**Current Situation**
4600+ Graduate/Professional students and their families living in GFH.

**What happens if a student tests positive?**
Students are moved to designated spaces off campus or isolate in place if no roommates.
SLATE NOMINATION PROCESS
All applicants nominated by department for admission
Create a SHORE Short-list

1. Set bin to "Dept SHORE Review – SHORE Short list."
2. Click on Name/ID: 192048198 Wai (TEST), Jonathan (TEST)
3. Click "Edit Bin/Queue" and add readers that will need to complete the form. This may be yourself.
4. Click "Save" when finished.
Nominate
Nominations

- Accurate ranking is important – do not duplicate ranks
- You may nominate more students than department spots
- Nominations will be reviewed within 1-2 business days
- Student will have 7 days to respond to offer
IMPORTANT DATES

SHORE NOMINATIONS OPEN: FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4TH
SHORE NOMINATIONS CLOSE: MONDAY, MAY 2ND

Questions can be directed to Hana Haddad at grad-shore@ucsd.edu or on Teams

All SHORE materials and information will be posted on Collab
QUESTIONS?